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The P.L.CREW platform has three learning modes– Self-paced courses, live and recorded  
ZOOM gigs and social, group interaction including the sharing of resources, expertise and  
solutions to problems of practice.

We have a robust focus on general staff wellbeing and resilience, and a dynamic focus on 
teaching and learning. Members in their early career will be able to gather classroom-ready  
resources, materials that support the continuity of their learning, and be a part of a  
professional learning community that facilitates positive, and supportive collaboration with  
their peers across the state, in addition to their immediate colleagues.

Members aspiring to achieve a leadership position in the future will have access to the tools  
to develop those operational, relational, strategic and  
systematic skills that they need to be an empowering  
and influential leader.

Experienced Leaders can maintain currency and build on  
their expertise with a focus on influencing, strategic  
thinking, process improvement and driving outcomes.

•  Ongoing connection to other crew  
members from diverse contexts

•  Self-paced, personalised and  
fit-for-purpose learning

•  Safe, supportive and confidential  
online community

•  Extensive range of online learning  
courses

•  Courses contribute to CPD  
requirements

•  Access to bespoke and practical  
resources

•  Build your network and meet new  
colleagues

•  Flexible and fun; get rewarded as you 
progress

•  Limited time away from core business

• Cost-effective annual membership

•  AITSL-aligned Certificate of  
Completion for all courses

Teachers matter more to student achievement than any other aspect of schooling. 

To build expert, capable and resilient teachers and school leaders, P.L.CREW offers  
a purpose-built and fully supported online Professional Learning Community where  
school teams can collaborate in-house, with peers from across Australia and with  
education experts.

P.L.CREW memberships are a cost effective way to build the capability of your staff.  
Individuals can join for under $400 per year and whole schools can join for less than  
$200 per person per year. Courses are continually updated and live webinars are  
scheduled in response to member driven needs.

P.L.CREW is powered by Sentis Education, using their expertise,  
evidence-backed resources as well as their research and data.

To find out more about P.L.CREW

  
or 

Call  0427282142  for more information.

Member Benefits:

There is a diverse range of learning pathways for specific 
cohorts like Early Career Teachers, Expert Teaching Teams, 

Wellbeing and Resilience Teams, Aspiring Leaders,  
Experienced Leaders, and Heads of Department and  

Administration Teams.

CLICK HERE
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Course Overview:

EARLY CAREER TEACHERS
Getting into a Helpful Mindset:  Idealism Versus Reality, Being Kind to Yourself,  
Establishing Positive Work Behaviours, Hunting the Good Stuff 

Feeling Supported:  Supporting Yourself and Others, Leveraging Your Network,  
How to Engage with Parents, Giving Feedback (to colleagues), Receiving Feedback

Getting into the Flow:  Building Skills, Knowing my Strengths, Having Necessary  
conversations With Other Staff, User Driven Topics

EXPERT TEACHING TEAM
Deep Learning:  Engagement and Focused Attention, Engagement and Motivation, 
Using Questions to Drive Deep Learning, Cognitive Load and Learning Design,  
Boosting Creativity Through Inquiry Learning, Goal Setting for Deep Learning

Design Thinking:  The Brain Science behind Design Thinking, Idea Generation,  
The Power of Visuals, Prototyping and Testing, Links to Australian Curriculum,  
Setting up Experientials in the Classroom

WELLBEING, RESILIENCE AND POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
Prioritising my Wellbeing:  My Lifestyle Factors, The Importance of Sleep,  
My underlying beliefs about work balance, My PB5 and the importance of being well, 
Gratitude Practice 

Building Resilience:  Challenging my unhelpful attitudes, Taking Control - Locus of 
Control, What’s my 50%?, Growth and Fixed Mindset, Hunting the Good Stuff

Positive Psychology Series:  What is Mindfulness and how can I achieve this?  
What is Positive Psychology and how can it improve my life / career / relationships? 
What are my strengths and how can I use them?  What is neuroplasticity and how can 
I use it consciously? What is Neuropsychology and how can I use it to improve my 
life? What are positive relationships and how can I create them?

Positive Leadership:  What is Positive Leadership and how can I foster it?  
Positive Leadership Styles, Key Traits and Skills of a Positive Leader

ASPIRING LEADERS
Leading Self and Others:  Understanding Your Motivations, The Power of Self  
Reflection, Embracing Diversity 

How to Influence with Impact:  The Science of Influence, Practical Tools and Tips, 
Having Conversations that Matter

Building Your Capability:  How to Look for and Keep a Mentor, How am I Perceived? 
How do I want to Be Perceived?  The Power of Great Communication 

Facilitation Masterclass:  Structuring your Presentation, Getting them to THINK,  
Using Questions to Engage, Using Stories, Role Play - Over to You!

EXPERIENCED LEADER
Lead People, Manage Process, Drive Results:  Building Trust to  Build Highly  
Effective Teams, Improving Strategic Thinking, Building Capability as Strategy,  
Reading the Play - Change and Implementation, High Accountability Cultures

Coaching:  Key Skills of All Great Coaches, Effective Coaching Conversations,  
Coaching Questions, Cog Coaching Model, Coaching Practice

Mentoring:  Relationships and Trust, Support, Setting Goals, Challenge, Focus,  
Strategy

Great Communication:  Effective Channels, Authenticity, Multi-pronged Approach
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